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Summary 
 
Over the past decades, biomimetics of novel advanced materials have been developed by replication of natural 
systems. With respect to tissue adhesives, marine mussel is an ideal model due to its exceptional attachment 
to substrates in seawater. Mussel-inspired materials are expected to bring about improvements in adhesive 
technology. A prerequisite for successful biomimetics is to scrutinize the natural system and get fundamental 
understandings of the adhesion. 
  
The attachment of several marine mussels is mediated by a particular holdfast system, the mussel byssus, 
which is composed of ∼96 % (w/w) of proteins by dry weight. The byssus consists of dozens of byssal threads, 
which are anchored to the substratum by an adhesive plaque. Mussel foot proteins in plaques are directly 
contacting the substrates and are, therefore, vital for achieving strong byssus attachment. In this work, mussel 
foot protein 3b (mfp-3b), one of the predominant proteins in plaques from Mytilus galloprovincialis (M. 
galloprovincialis) has been recombinantly produced and characterized.  
 
rmfp-3b possesses 18 positively and 2 negatively charged residues, which give rise to a soluble state at low 
pH (pH 3.0-4.0). In the presence of citrate, rmfp-3b showed upper critical solution temperature (UCST) 
mediated complex coacervation at pH 3.0. Upon decreased temperature, the rmfp-3b solution changed from 
transparent (T > Tcp, cloud point temperature) to turbid (T < Tcp), and this behavior was reversible. Low 
temperatures probably can reduce the surrounding water shell of rmfp-3b but increase the hydrogen bonding 
as well as the amount of deprotonated citrate, which results in increased molecular interactions. Small amounts 
of multivalent anions gave rise to prominent coacervation, reminiscing that mfp-3b is probably secreted in the 
form of a condensed coacervate with multivalent anions, e.g. sulfate, in secretory granules. Upon elevation of 
pH from secretion level (pH 3.0) to seawater level (pH 8.0), mfp-3b coacervate was formed likely due to the 
deprotonation of acidic residues yielding increased intermolecular interactions, suggesting seawater could be 
a natural regulator of this process. By means of coacervation, secretion and spreading on wet substrates are 
beneficial due to the specific properties, such as shear-thinning behavior and low interfacial energy. Thereby, 
mfp-3b can adhere to wet substrates without dispersion in the surrounding seawater.  
 
The high content of 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (Dopa) in byssus indicates the existence of polyphenol 
oxidases for post-translational modification of Tyr residues, which is pivotal for underwater adhesion. The gene 
sequence of a polyphenol oxidase like protein (PPOL) was identified after screening of a foot cDNA library of 
M. galloprovincialis. Recombinant production of PPOL (rPPOL) and the short variant rP319 have been 
established. The catalytic activity of rPPOL and rP319 have not been identified, which might be due to the poor 
copper coordination of His residues at acidic pH. rPPOL (rP319) is composed of 15 (5) Cys residues, and ∼13 
(∼3) thereof show free thiols and ∼2 (∼2) are disulfide bonded. rPPOL and rP319 were capable of inhibiting 
Dopa oxidation, whereas alkylated variants showed weaker inhibition, suggesting that PPOL is probably a free 
thiol-based antioxidant. rPPOL (rP319-NEM) with the most (least) thiols showed maximum (minimum) 
antiradical power. One molecule rPPOL can reduce ∼38 DPPH radicals, indicating that other reactive groups 
might exist besides the ∼13 free thiols devoting to the antioxidant activity. Considering the antioxidant property, 
PPOL probably locates at the plaque-substrate interface to protect Dopa from oxidation, like mfp-6; however, 
verification of the location of PPOL will need further investigations. 
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This work provides novel insights into the molecular behavior of mfp-3b and PPOL involved in underwater 
adhesion of marine mussels, which enrich the mechanisms of mussel underwater adhesion and advances 
future development of tissue adhesives. 
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Zusammenfassung 
 
In den letzten Jahrzehnten wurden in der Biomimetik neuartige Materialien durch Identifizierung und 
Replikation biologischer Systeme entwickelt. Ein ideales Vorbild für Untersuchung von Gewebeklebstoffen ist 
die Miesmuschel. Da sie sich hervorragend auf dem Meeresgrund anhaftet, stellt sie ein interessantes 
Modellsystem in der Klebstofftechnologie dar. Die Voraussetzung für ein erfolgreiches biomimetisches System 
ist, das natürliche Adhäsionssystem zu verstehen und grundlegende Erkenntnisse darüber zu gewinnen. 
 
Die Anhaftung von Miesmuscheln wird durch ein Haftsystem, den sogenannten Muschelbyssus, vermittelt, der 
bezogen auf sein Trockengewicht zu ~ 96% (w / w) aus Proteinen besteht. Der Byssus setzt sich aus 
Dutzenden von Byssusfäden zusammen, welche über adhäsive Plaques auf dem Meeresgrund verankert sind. 
Die in den adhäsiven Plaques enthaltenen Muschelfußproteine können mit vielen Substraten in direkten 
Kontakt treten und sind daher für eine starke Byssushaftung von entscheidender Bedeutung. In dieser Arbeit 
wurde das Muschelfußprotein 3b (mfp-3b), eines der vorherrschenden Proteine in adhäsiven Plaques von 
Mytilus galloprovincialis (M. galloprovincialis), rekombinant hergestellt und charakterisiert. 
 
mfp-3b besitzt 18 positiv und 2 negativ geladene Reste, die bei niedrigem pH-Wert (pH 3,0-4,0) die Löslichkeit 
erhöhen. In Gegenwart von Citrat (pH 3,0) zeigt mfp-3b eine durch die obere kritische Lösungstemperatur 
(UCST) vermittelte Komplexkoazervation. Bei Senken der Temperatur ändert sich die Transmission der rmfp-
3b-Lösung reversibel von transparent (T > Tcp, Trübungspunkttemperatur) zu trüb (T < Tcp). Niedrige 
Temperaturen können höchstwahrscheinlich die umgebende Hydrathülle von mfp-3b verkleinern, jedoch die 
Zahl der Wasserstoffbindungen, sowie die Menge an deprotoniertem Citrat erhöhen. Dies führt zu erhöhten 
molekularen Wechselwirkungen. Geringe Mengen mehrwertiger Anionen führen zu einer deutlichen 
Koazervation, was darauf hinweist, dass mfp-3b wahrscheinlich in Form eines kondensierten Koazervats mit 
mehrwertigen Anionen, z.B. Sulfat, im Sekretgranulat abgesondert wird. Bei Erhöhung des pH-Werts vom 
Sekretionsniveau (pH 3,0) auf das Meerwasserniveau (pH 8,0) bildet sich aufgrund der Deprotonierung von 
sauren Resten ein Koazervat, was auf erhöhten intermolekularen Wechselwirkungen basiert und darauf 
schließen lässt, dass Meerwasser ein natürlicher Regulator dieses Prozesses sein könnte. Die Koazervation, 
Sekretion und Ausbreitung auf feuchten Substraten ist durch die spezifischen Eigenschaften, wie z.B. 
Scherverdünnungsverhalten und geringe Grenzflächenenergie, vorteilhaft. Dadurch kann mfp-3b an feuchten 
Oberflächen haften, ohne sich im umgebenden Meerwasser zu verteilen.  
 
Der hohe Gehalt an 3,4-Dihydroxyphenylalanin (Dopa) im Byssus weist auf die Existenz von 
Polyphenoloxidasen zur posttranslationalen Modifikation von Tyr-Resten hin, die entscheidend für die 
Unterwasseradhäsion sind. Nach Überprüfung einer cDNA-Datenbank aus Muschelfüßen der Muschel M. 
galloprovincialis, wurde die Gensequenz eines Polyphenoloxidase-ähnlichen Proteins (PPOL) identifiziert. Die 
rekombinante Produktion von PPOL (rPPOL) und einer verkürzten Variante rP319 wurde etabliert. Eine 
katalytische Aktivität von rPPOL und rP319 wurde nicht gefunden, was möglicherweise auf die schlechte 
Kupferkoordination von His-Resten bei saurem pH zurückzuführen ist. rPPOL (rP319) enthält 15 (5) Cys-Reste, 
wovon ~13 (~3) als freie Thiole und ~2 (~2) disulfidgebunden vorliegen. rPPOL und rP319 konnten die 
Oxidation von Dopa hemmen, während die alkylierten Varianten eine schwächere Hemmung zeigten, was 
darauf hindeutet, dass PPOL wahrscheinlich ein freies Antioxidans auf Thiolbasis ist. rPPOL (rP319-NEM) mit 
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den meisten (wenigsten) Thiolen zeigte maximale (minimale) antiradikale Wirkung. Ein rPPOL-Molekül kann 
∼38 DPPH-Radikale reduzieren, was darauf hindeutet, dass neben den ∼13 freien Thiolen möglicherweise 
andere reaktive Gruppen existieren, die für die antioxidative Aktivität verantwortlich sind. In Anbetracht der 
antioxidativen Eigenschaften befindet sich PPOL, wie mfp-6, wahrscheinlich an der Grenzfläche zwischen 
adhäsive Plaque und Substrat, um Dopa vor Oxidation zu schützen. Die Überprüfung der Lokalisierung von 
PPOL im Muschelfuß erfordert jedoch weitere Untersuchungen. 
 
Diese Arbeit lieferte neue Einblicke in das molekulare Verhalten von mfp-3b und PPOL bei der 
Unterwasseradhäsion von Miesmuscheln. Die Erkenntnis über Mechanismen der Adhäsion, von Muscheln im 
Wasser ist wichtig für die zukünftige Entwicklung von Gewebeklebstoffen. 
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List of symbols and abbreviations 
 
Ach Acetylcholine 
AFM Atomic force microscopy 
APR Antiradical power (1/EC50) 
cm / mm / μm/ nm Centimeter / millimeter / micrometer / Nanometer 
CM-mfp-6 Thiol-blocked mfp-6  
CuA Copper-binding site A 
CuB Copper-binding site B 
Dopa 3,4-Dihydroxyphenylalanine 
DPPH 2,2-Diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl 
EC50 Half-maximal effective concentration 
E. coli Escherichia coli 
EGF Epidermal growth factor 
EPR Electron paramagnetic resonance 
GSH Reduced glutathione 
HA Hyaluronic acid  
H-bond Hydrogen bond 
H2O2 Hydrogen peroxide  
kDa Kilodalton 
Kox Dopa oxidation rate 
Kdis Dopaquinone dismutation rate, 
M / mM / µM Molar / millimolar / micromolar concentration 
MADQUAT poly(2-(trimethylamino)ethylmethacrylate) 
Man7OHTrp C2-mannosyl-7-hydroxytryptophan 
mfp-1, -2, -3, -3b, 3S, -4, -5, -6 Mussel foot protein -1, -2, -3, -3b, 3S, -4, -5, -6 
mfp-131, -151, -151-RGD, -3S-pep Engineered mussel foot protein -131, -151, -151-RGD, -3S-
pep 
mfp-3S-pep-random #1, #2, #3 Three randomized mfp-3S-pep sequence #1, #2, #3  
M. galloprovincialis Mytilus galloprovincialis 
MSM Mushroom-shaped microstructure  
NEM N-Ethylmaleimide 
NTA Nature-derived tissue adhesive 
O2 Oxygen 
O2•- Superoxide anion radical 
OH• Hydroxyl radical 
PEG Polyethylene glycol 
pI Isoelectric point 
PPOL Polyphenol oxidase like protein from Mytilus galloprovincialis 
PS Polystyrene  
PLL Poly-L-lysine 
pTyr Poly-L-tyrosine  
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PTrp Poly-L-tryptophan  
P. viridis Perna viridis 
pvfp-1 Mussel foot protein -1 from Perna viridis 
ROS Reactive oxygen species  
rPPOL Recombinant polyphenol oxidase like protein 
rP319 Short variant of rPPOL  
rPPOL-NEM Alkylated rPPOL using N-Ethylmaleimide   
rP319-NEM Alkylated rP319 using N-Ethylmaleimide 
SEM Scanning electron microscopy 
SFA Surface forces apparatus  
SIMS Secondary ion mass spectroscopy 
STA Synthetic tissue adhesive 
Tcp Cloud point temperature  
TC Tren-Cam 
TDC Tren-Dab-Cam 
TEA Tetraethylammonium 
TLACC Tren-LysAC-Cam  
TLB Tren-Lys-Bam  
TLC Tren-Lys-Cam 
TLP Tren-Lys-Pam  
UCST Upper critical solution temperature 
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1. Introduction - mussel underwater adhesion 
 
Ocean creatures are able to achieve strong wet adhesion and exhibit strong attachment resistance to violent 
waves.1-5 In particular, marine mussels have drawn widespread attention due to their strong underwater 
adhesion by means of an particular holdfast system, the mussel byssus.6 The involved proteins are modified 
with 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (Dopa), and Dopa chemistry is the key feature of the byssus, thereby 
considering Dopa as a pivotal contributor for wet adhesion.6-9 A substantial amount of mussel-mimetic 
investigations by means of Dopa, therefore, were already used for developing novel tissue adhesives.2, 10  
 
However, Dopa-based materials are challenged due to auto-oxidation.1, 11 Increasing pH from acidic to 
physiological values results in abortion of interfacial adhesion, which differs from the strong wet adhesion in 
nature.12-14 Likewise, the interfacial adhesion mediated by mussel foot protein -3, and -5 (mfp-3, -5) are not as 
high as that of natural byssus.13, 15, 16  
 
To get a more comprehensive understanding of mussel underwater adhesion, four sections are scrutinized 
including byssus structure (Fig. 1B; section 1.1), byssus assembly (Fig. 1C; section 1.2), interfacial adhesion 
(Fig. 1B; section 1.3) and bridging cohesion (Fig. 1B; section 1.4).  
 
1.1 Byssus structure 
 
1.1.1 Byssus architecture 
 
The mussel byssus consists of a bundle of collagenous threads with a mechanical gradient: the elastic portion 
approaches to the soft mussel foot and the stiff portion approaches to the substratum (Fig. 1A).17-20 The byssus 
is covered by a thin protective cuticle (2-5 µm), which consists of densely packed granules with diameters in 
the sub-micrometer range in a homogenous matrix (Fig. 1B).21-23 The cuticle possesses one exclusive protein, 
mfp-1, and the granules therein show a condensed complex with reversible Fe3+-Dopa coordination compared 
to the loose matrix (section 1.4.1).23-25 It is proposed that the condensed granules contribute to the hardness 
(fivefold harder than the collagenous core), whereas the matrix with less cross-linking provides extensibility 
(up to > 100 % strain).23 At high strain (> 30 %), the granules are capable of resisting large deformation via 
sacrificing the matrix with micro-crack formation; elongation of the granules is reversible at once when 
removing strain, whereas the micro-cracks are not.23  
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Figure 1. Mussel byssus structure (A) An open mussel showing the byssus and foot. The 
byssus comprises a bundle of threads and adhesive plaques at the end, which is further 
i llustrated in (B). The mussel attachment includes interfacial adhesion between the interfacial 
proteins (mfp-3, -5, -6) and substrate as well as the interior bridging cohesion; adhesion and/or 
cohesion failure give rise to byssus detachment. (C) An il lustrative model showing the byssus 
assembly process divided in passive and active aspects. A ventral groove is located along the 
topside of the foot, surrounded with interdigitated core glands and cuticle glands, and 
terminated at the distal depression at the tip of the foot with plaque glands nearby. Each gland 
has particular protein precursors pre-organized within secretory vesicles, which are released 
into the ventral groove followed by spontaneously coalescence and organization into native -
like structures. Collagenous proteins in the oval core vesicles are well organized in a sematic 
phase of l iquid crystals , facil itating the organizat ion during assembly. Cuticle protein 
precursors in the cuticle vesicles coalesce and spread over the collagenous core, creating a 
protective granular coating. Likewise, plaque vesicle proteins are prepared in a dense phase, 
which is released into the dista l depression to form a foam-like structure by means of coalesce. 
Additional mechanical forces as well as metal additives are required to get highly aligned 
collagenous core and metal-mediated coordinative cross-links, respectively. The porous plaque 
might stem from phase inversion. (C) is reprinted and adapted from Ref.26, under a Creative 
Commons license.  
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The collagenous core extends into plaques via a root-like penetration (Fig. 1B).17, 20, 27 The mature plaque 
shows a foam-like structure with interconnected pores.20, 27, 28 Two length scales of pore dimension are 
observed with interpenetrating large pores (∼1 µm) in a dense meshwork (∼100 nm).27 The overall byssus 
exhibits a mushroom-shaped microstructure (MSM), which is widely distributed in natural adhesive systems, 
e.g. mussels,20, 27 sea stars,29, 30 Caulobacter crescentus,31, 32 and some algae,33 indicating an optimal solution 
in the case of wet adhesion.34 By means of MSM, enhanced adhesive performance with high tolerance to 
substrate irregularities was confirmed compared to other microstructures, such as flat punch.35-38 Compared 
to the short-term dynamic adhesion via spatula shaped elements, e.g. geckos, MSM gives rise to long-term 
adhesion as shown in mussels.34, 37 Additionally, an artificial MSM model showed higher underwater adhesion 
(∼25 %) than in air, whereas the flat punch showed a significant reduction (∼88 %) (Fig. 2A).39 In air, there 
was no obvious difference in detachment force on both hydrophobic and hydrophilic substrates, which was 
mainly attributed to van der Waals force as the main binding force (Fig. 2A).39 The increased underwater 
adhesion by means of MSM implicates that additional mechanism(s) should be involved.39 Inspired by beetles, 
it is proposed that entrapped air between individual MSMs probably contributes to this process.40, 41 During 
pulling off, the space of entrapped air increases, thereby giving rise to pressure reduction and a consequent 
suction effect (Fig. 2B).40 In the case of mussels, entrapped air inside the open foam-like microstructures, 
might provide similar consequence contributing to incredible underwater adhesion.  
 
 
Figure 2. (A) Pull-off forces of mushroom-shaped microstructures (MSMs) on hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic substrates with smooth flat punches as control, measured in both air and 
underwater. Reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref. 39 , Copyright 2004, Royal Society, 
(B) Entrapped air in MSMs underwater in equilibrium (top) and  during pull-off (bottom). 
Abbreviations: V0 , init ial entrapped air volume; V, volume during pull-off; P0, init ial pressure in 
the entrapped air space; P, pressure during pull -off. Reprinted and adapted with permission 
from Ref.40, Copyright 2012, Royal Society of Chemistry.  
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Figure 3 . Effects of pull angle (A) and rate (B) on the failure mode of mussel detachment. Pull 
rate in (A) as well as pull angle in (B) were fixed at 30 µm/s and 45 °C, respectively. The tested 
numbers are placed above each bar.  The failure mode is indicated by distinctive bar colors 
and the probability is represented by bar length.  Reprinted and adapted with permission from 
Ref. 15, Copyright 2015, Royal Society of Chemistry.  
 
Recently, Desmond, K.W. et al have characterized mussel detachment dynamics by measuring the 
detachment force as well as deformation locations.15 the mussel plaque reveals two kinds of failures: the 
adhesive failure via crack initiation on the thread-plaque junction and subsequent propagation radically toward 
the surrounding area of the surficial plaque, as well as the cohesion failure via plaque deformation, including 
interior or/and exterior cohesive failures (Fig. 1B, 3A).15 The probability of failure mode is highly dependent on 
the pull angle (Fig. 3A). At natural angles of 5-45 °C, adhesive failure and interior cohesive failure were mostly 
associated with the detachment, and the fraction of adhesive failure increased with increasing pull angle (Fig. 
3A).15 At pull angles ≥ 90 °C, which are unlikely to occur in natural settings, the exterior cohesive failure 
dominated (Fig. 3A).15 The average detachment force decreased with the increasing pull angle.15 Comparably, 
the pull rate showed almost no influence on failure mode and detachment force (Fig. 3B).15  
 
1.1.2 Molecular structure 
 
The byssus is characterized by a high amount of Dopa-containing proteins, and more than 20 have been 
identified with various locations and functions.1, 42, 43 Mussel foot proteins (mfps) in plaques, including mfp-2, -
3, -4, -5, -6, as well as one additional protein in cuticle, mfp-1, have been extensively studied.1, 43 All the 
identified mfps are quite basic.1, 44 mfp-1 is primarily located in the protective cuticle, extending from the byssal 
thread to plaque (Fig. 1B).24, 25 mfp-1 (∼115 kDa, 10-15 % of Dopa) consists of repetitive decapeptide 
(AKP1SYP2P3TYK in 71 units, P1 is Pro, P2 is trans-4-2,3-cis-3,4-dihydroxyproline, P3 is trans-4-hydroxy-L-
proline and Y is Dopa ) and hexapeptide (AKPTYK in 12 units, Y is Dopa) motifs.24, 25 mfp-2, the most abundant 
plaque protein, is the primary component of the foam-like plaque matrix (Fig. 1B).24, 45 mfp-2 (∼40 kDa, 3-5 % 
of Dopa) is composed of 11 repetitive epidermal growth factor (EGF)-like motifs, which are stabilized by three 
disulfide bonds.24, 45 A Ca2+ binding motif is revealed at least in one of the EGF-like motifs.45 mfp-4 is located 
at the junction between collagenous threads and plaque matrix (Fig. 1B).46 mfp-4 (70-93 kDa, 2-5 % of Dopa) 
contains one repetitive decapeptide motif (in 35 units) with high amounts of His, which probably contributes to 
the interconnection.46, 47 Non-repetitive mfp-3 and mfp-5, as two of the smallest mussel proteins (5-9.5 kDa, 
20-30 % of Dopa), are both located at the plaque-substrate interface and are considered as major contributors 
to the interfacial adhesion (Fig. 1B).8, 46, 48-50 Likewise, mfp-6 (11 kDa, 2-3 % of Dopa) also resides at the 
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plaque-substrate interface (Fig. 1B).49 The exceptional high amount of Cys residues (11 %) in mfp-6 is 
dedicated to the reducing reservoir, thereby controlling the redox chemistry of Dopa.16, 51  
 
1.2 Byssus assembly 
 
Mussel byssus is rooted and generated in a specific organ, the mussel foot, which is equipped with several 
glands beneath the top ventral groove as well as a distal depression connected to the destination of the groove 
(Fig. 1C).26, 52, 53 Each gland, containing distinctive secretory vesicles, is responsible for synthesizing and pre-
packing different precursor proteins, which are prerequisites for byssus construction.26, 53 The core glands with 
oval vesicles (long axis, 1-2 µm) are located along the ventral groove to produce a sematic phase of liquid 
crystals, subsequently assembling into the collagenous core of the thread (Fig. 1C).26, 52, 53 Interlaced with core 
glands, the cuticle glands with spherical vesicles (0.5-1 µm diameter) produce the protective cuticle precursors 
of mfp-1, which are not as well aligned as the collagenous precursors (Fig. 1C).26, 53 Located near the distal 
depression at the foot tip, the plaque glands with spherical vesicles (1-2 µm diameter), particularly secrete 
plaque precursors (Fig. 1C).26, 53 The byssus assembly is reminiscent of a microfluidic system with precise 
control of fluids. A model of byssus assembly is proposed in which protein precursors are pre-packed in their 
corresponding glands and delivered to the ventral groove as well as distal depression where they coalesce 
spontaneously and self-assemble into exquisite 3D nano- and micro-architectures (Fig. 1C).1, 26 Despite the 
achievements concerning byssus assembly, there are still some open questions: How do mussel proteins get 
deposited on wet substrate without dispersion in the surrounding seawater? How can Dopa be kept from auto-
oxidation upon equilibration in seawater before adhering to substrate?  
 
1.2.1 pH and ionic strength 
 
The ambient conditions within the ventral groove, such as pH, ionic strength and redox state, as well as 
subsequent mechanical post-treatment are necessary for regulation of byssus assembly. It has been 
determined that the secretion pH is around pH 3.0 and the ionic strength around 100 mM, which is significantly 
different to that of seawater where final maturation is taking place.16, 54  
 
1.2.2 Coacervation 
 
Complex coacervation refers to a liquid-liquid phase separation within oppositely charged polyelectrolytes in 
aqueous solution, by means of electrostatic interactions, H-bonds, hydrophobic and/or van der Waals 
interactions.55, 56 The phase separation gives rise to an upper polyelectrolyte-depleted phase and a settled 
polyelectrolyte-enriched phase, which is coacervate.56 In some cases, coacervation occurs with one single 
polyelectrolyte, which is regarded to as self-coacervation or simple coacervation.56 
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Figure 4. Schematic i l lustrations on coacervation of mussel protein analogues. (A) In the 
presence of anionic hyaluronic acid (HA), cationic mfp -1/-131/-151/-151-RGD can form 
coacervate mainly via electrostatic attractions. (B) Self coacervation of mfp -3S is driven by 
electrostatic attractions as well as hydrophobic interactions upon increasing pH, which results 
in a zwitterion with deprotonated acidic groups. (C) In the absence of a counterpart, cationic 
mfp-1 exhibits coacervation via strong cation-π interactions upon addition of sea level salt (> 
0.7 M NaCl), screening the electrostatic repulsions. (D) Strong cation -π interactions are able 
to overcome the electrostatic repulsions and induce coacervation between cationic mfp -1 and 
cationic poly(2-(tr imethylamino)ethylmethacrylate) (MADQUAT). The ↔ and …… denote the 
electrostatic attractions and cation-π interactions, respectively.  
 
Phase separation within biomacromolecules plays an important role in assembly and construction of cellular 
structures, such as forming membraneless compartments, signaling complexes, and fibrous structures.57, 58 
Recent investigations reveal that coacervation also participates and contributes to natural underwater 
adhesion, e.g. in mussels,59-61 sandcastle worms,3, 62 squids4 and sea urchins63. To build up a tubular protector 
by adhering sand grains, sandcastle worms are used to secrete complex coacervation based adhesives, 
consisting of several oppositely charged proteins.50, 51 Raman spectral analysis revealed that the ambient 
environment of Tyr residues in plaque vesicles transited from hydrophobic to hydrophilic during assembly with 
a proposed conformational change of proteins, suggestive of the probably existence of coacervation during 
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assembly.26 In the case of mussels, the identified mfps are enriched in basic Lys and Arg residues, showing 
positive charge under seawater pH.44 No acidic components have been identified until now. Acidic hyaluronic 
acid (HA), existing in extracellular matrix, is considered as a potential anionic counterpart of mfps. Complex 
coacervation has been revealed between HA and mfp analogues, e.g. mfp-1,64 mfp-131,65 mfp-15165 and mfp-
151-RGD,66 at a low ionic strength within pH values ranging from 3.0 to 4.6 (Fig. 4A). The incorporation of 
Dopa in mfps has no remarkable effect on complex coacervation.65 
 
mfp-3S, possessing three positively charged residues as well as two negatively charged residues, underwent 
self-coacervation in the absence of anionic counterparts under secretion conditions (acidic pH and 0.1 M ionic 
strength), via hypothetic electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions (Fig. 4B).61 The peculiar contributions of 
negatively charged residues and the primary amino acid sequence to coacervation are not clear. Therefore, a 
novel analogue mfp3S-pep was designed, corresponding to mfp-3S’s pI but only half the length.67 mfp-3S-pep 
exhibited similar coacervation behavior as mfp-3S.67 The acidic version of mfp-3S-pep, substituting one Asp 
for Arg and giving a pI of 4.2, was still able to coacervate, suggesting Arg is not essential for self-coacervation.67 
To better unravel the contributions of charge, more comprehensive studies on additional mfp-3S-pep 
analogues are necessary with all charged residues depleted. The randomization of mfp-3S-pep sequence 
gave rise to three additional new analogues: mfp-3S-pep-random #1, #2, #3. Only random #2 exhibited similar 
random coil structure as well as coacervation behavior as mfp-3S-pep, suggesting the significance of the 
primary amino acid sequence for coacervation.67  
 
Strong cation-π interactions are present between cationic residues and aromatic groups in mfps as discussed 
below in section 1.4.3, which contribute to the cohesion.68-71 Given that high molarity of NaCl showing 
neglectable effect on cation-π interactions as well as the ability to screen electrostatic repulsions, mfp-1 alone 
underwent coacervation via cation-π interactions at sea-level salt concentration (> 0.7 M NaCl) (Fig. 4C).60 
Kim, S. et al revealed that strong short-ranged cation-π interactions were capable of triggering coacervation 
even within two positively charged polyelectrolytes, (mfp-1 and poly(2-(trimethylamino)ethylmethacrylate) 
(MADQUAT)) by overcoming the long-range electrostatic repulsions (Fig. 4D).72  
 
Coacervation gives rise to high condensation of proteins, thereby facilitating a thick coating on substrates 
without dispersion into the surrounding seawater. In addition, coacervate with low interfacial energy (< 1 mJ/m-
2) as well as low friction coefficient allows an easy spreading on large contact areas.60, 61 The shear-thinning 
behavior of coacervate makes it possible to flow through the narrow conduit without blocking.60, 61 The revealed 
coacervation of mfp-3S,61 possessing only three positively charged residues, as well as mfp-1, locating within 
the cuticle, cannot represent that of the other interfacial proteins. To get better understandings of coacervation, 
investigations on other types of interfacial proteins are necessary. 
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1.2.3 Redox control 
 
Molecular oxygen (O2) is essential for aerobic organisms by supporting metabolism, whereas it gives rise to 
undesirable deleterious bi-products, namely reactive oxygen species (ROS), including hydroxyl radical (OH•), 
superoxide anion radical (O2•-) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2).73, 74 A protective mechanism based of 
antioxidants has been evolved in organisms, including enzymatic antioxidants (e.g. peroxidase, catalase and 
glutathione peroxidases) and non-enzymatic antioxidants (e.g. vitamin C, E, and reduced glutathione (GSH)), 
which are capable of scavenging free radicals.73, 74 Abnormal augment of ROS due to in vivo production or 
environmental uptake gives rise to oxidative stress, resulting in impairment of biological functions or even 
death of organisms.73, 75 
 
In the case of mussels, acidic secretion is able to keep Dopa in a reduced state before adhering to substrate.16, 
54 However, Dopa shows high tendency toward auto-oxidation after exposure to surrounding O2-saturated 
seawater. A forceful adhesion comprises moderately reduced (mainly mediating adhesion) and oxidized 
(mainly mediating cohesion) Dopa (Fig. 1B). Either adhesion or cohesion failure results in a vulnerable 
attachment (Fig. 1B), suggesting the necessity of a rigorous redox control for mussel attachment. The thiol-
enriched mfp-6, which is co-secreted with mfp-3 into distal depression (Fig. 5), exhibits poor adhesion but can 
recover mfp-3’s adhesion significantly (Fig. 6A).16 mfp-3 exhibited pH-dependent adhesion, which was almost 
aborted at pH 5.5.16 Addition of mfp-6 yielded the recovery of substantial adhesion of mfp-3 at pH 5.5. (Fig. 
6A).16 Thiol-blocked mfp-6 (CM-mfp-6) failed to rescue the loss adhesion, indicating the contribution of free 
thiols to the reducing activity.16 By means of 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) assay, the reducing capacity 
was determined to be about 17 electrons per molecule of mfp-6, 9 of which come from Cys thiols and 8 of 
which come from hostage Dopa residues (Fig. 6B).51 Considering the different reactivity between protonated 
(RSH) and deprotonated (thiolate, RS-) thiol groups, the thiol pKa is influencing the antioxidant activity.76 mfp-
6 showed high antioxidant activity even at pH 3.0, suggesting an unusual low thiol pKa compared to the typical 
value of around 8-9.16 A low thiol pKa endows mfp-6 with notably reducing activity at a broad pH range.16 DPPH 
assay on mussel plaque extractions revealed that about 50 % Dopa as well as 30 % antioxidant activity still 
remained after 20 days, indicating that the involved antioxidant works not only during foot deposition but also 
in mature plaque.77 The question is how much mfp-6 contributes to this high and long-term antioxidant activity 
and are there other contributors?  
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Figure 5. Mass analysis of secreted proteins in distal depression before (a) and after (b -e) 
injection KCl into the pedal nerve. Purif ied mfp-3 (5.3 kDa), mfp-6 (11.6 kDa) and mature 
plaque footprint were taken as control.  Reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref. 16,  
Copyright 2011, Springer Nature.  
 
1.3 Interfacial adhesion 
 
Adhesion or cohesion failure results in plaque peeling off (Fig. 1B),15 suggesting the importance of both 
adhesion and cohesion. The interfacial adhesion in mussel byssus is conducted by interfacial mfp-3 and -5 via 
directly contacting with underlying substrates, which are associated with surface drying property, H-bonds, 
coordination bonds, hydrophobic interactions, and van der Waals forces. 
 
1.3.1 Surface drying property  
 
Mica and other mineral oxides are frequently used for adhesion measurements, since they are representative 
surfaces of rocks in the mussel’s intertidal habitat. With respect to mica, water and cations get attracted to the 
negatively charged surface to form a hydration layer in general, which is a substantial barrier to impede initial 
adhesion. However, mussels are capable of adhering to that kind of hydrated saline surfaces, suggesting that 
one underlying adaptation to remove the hydration layer is involved in the natural system. Recently, mfp-3S 
has been revealed to be a “molecular vanguard” to break through the hydration layer.67, 78 In particular, the 
hydrophobic residues of mfp-3S play a critical role for the adaption.78 Only Dopa-bearing analogues showed 
eviction of interfacial water, and faster eviction was demonstrated with coacervation, suggesting an eviction 
synergy between Dopa and coacervation.67 
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Figure 6. Antioxidant property of mfp-6. (A) Adhesion abortion of mfp-3 was identif ied at pH 
5.5, whereas addition of mfp-6 rescued the adhesion loss. With more contact t ime (from 1 min 
to 60 min) of two surfaces, the adhesion energy increased. R eprinted and adapted with 
permission from Ref.16 , Copyright 2011, Springer Nature. (B) A model of redox modulation by 
means of mfp-6. With increasing pH or additional oxidants, it shows high tendency from Dopa 
to Dopaquinone. One molecule reduced mfp-6 is capable of dedicating ∼17 electrons to the 
reducing reservoir, ∼9 of which come from thiolates and ∼8 of which come from Dopa, which 
provides electrons to reduce Dopaquinone back to Dopa. 16,  51   
 
Besides Dopa residues, mfp-3 and -5 are rich in Lys residues as well.44 Due to the abundant Dopa residues, 
it is not so easy to ascertain the specific contributions of Lys residues to adhesion. Siderophore, comprising a 
paired catechol (the functional group of DOPA) and Lys, is a simple platform to explore molecular contributions 
to adhesion. Three Tren-based siderophore analogues have been synthesized with/without catechol and 
amine functionalities (Fig. 7A).79 Group I with both catechol and amine functionalities (Tren-Lys-Cam (TLC), 
Tren-Dab-Cam (TDC) with short amine chain) was capable of displacing salt ions from a mica surface and 
showed high adhesion energies (Fig. 7).79 The length of amine chain (TDC) did not influence the adhesion 
property.79 Group II with amine functionality (Tren-Lys-Pam (TLP) with one hydroxyl group, Tren-Lys-Bam (TLB) 
without hydroxyl groups) exhibited low adhesion (Fig. 7).79 TLB required a higher concentration to adsorb to 
the mica surface. Group III with catechol functionality (Tren-Cam (TC) without amine, Tren-LysAC-Cam (TLACC) 
with amine acetylated) showed no adhesion in the presence of high molarity of salt (200 mM) (Fig. 7).79 
Therefore, catechol as well as Lys are prerequisites for wet adhesion by means of displacing surface salts and 
hydration layers synergistically.79 
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Figure 7. The synergy of Lys and catechol functionalit ies in adhesion. (A) Structure of Tren 
scaffold with different R groups (Group I, II, III). (B) The adhesion energy in the presence of 
20 µM siderophore analogs (TLB with both 20 µM and 200 µM) at pH 3.3. (C) Monolayer 
thickness between two mica surfaces in the presence of siderophore analogs. The decrease d 
fi lm thickness is in accordance with high adhesion energy, suggestive of successful 
dehydration at the mica surface.  Reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref . 79, Copyright 
2015, The American Association for the Advancement of Science .  
 
1.3.2 H-bonds vs coordinative bonds 
 
During acidic secretion, both hydroxyl groups of Dopa are protonated and prefer to form bidentate H-bonds 
with O atoms on polar surfaces, e.g. silica and mica, which are regarded as primary contributor to interfacial 
adhesion (Fig. 8A).13, 80 The bonding lifetime of bidentate H-bonds on mica (E = ∼ -28 kT) is predicted to be 
∼106 times longer than the monodentate form (E = ∼ -14 kT) according to Bell theory ( = 0 e-E/kT, is bonding 
lifetime,  is the average time of molecular vibrations, E is bonding-dissociation energy, k is Boltzmann’s 
constant and T is temperature).12, 16, 81 The extra-prolonged lifetime of bidentate H-bonds provides a basis for 
adhesion. Dopa-incorporated polymers as well as mfps, e.g. mfp-3 and -5, exhibit promising adhesion.12-14, 82, 
83 Dopa substitution or oxidation leads to adhesion loss, suggesting the importance of Dopa to adhesion.12-14, 
82, 83 
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Figure 8 . pH-dependent metal binding chemistry of catechol. (A) Interfacial catechol bonding 
to metal oxide surfaces turns from bidentate H-bonds at acidic pH to bidentate coordination at 
basic pH. Reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref. 80 , Copyright 2013, American 
Chemical Society. (B) Interior Fe3+-catechol coordination turns from mono-complex at acidic 
pH to tr is-complex at basic pH, which is reversible.  
 
Upon equilibration to slightly basic seawater, both hydroxyl groups of Dopa deprotonate to some extent and 
form bidentate coordination subsequently on TiO2 surfaces, which gives rise to increased adhesion (Fig. 8A).80 
At intermediate pH, a combination of one H-bond and one coordination is possible (Fig. 8A).80 Meanwhile, 
increasing pH makes Dopa more susceptible to auto-oxidation, thereby decreasing the adhesion. The 
dissociation energy of the bidentate Ti-Dopa coordination bond is around 4 times higher than that of the 
Dopaquinone to TiO2 surface.82 Under these two opposing effects, the adhesion force at pH 7.5 was higher 
than at pH 5.5.80 To get maximal interfacial adhesion, a redox regulation is necessary to protect Dopa from 
auto-oxidation. 
  
1.3.3 Other interactions 
 
The adhesion of mfp-1, -3, -5 to methyl (CH3)- terminated hydrophobic and alcohol (OH)- terminated 
hydrophilic surfaces were investigated.84 Higher adhesion on hydrophobic surfaces than hydrophilic surfaces 
was revealed due to the hydrophobic interactions between aromatic moieties and surficial (CH3)- groups.14, 84 
In addition, electrostatic interactions and van der Waals forces are also associated with interfacial adhesion.85, 
86 
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Figure 9. Imaging of the byssal thread of M. galloprovincialis. (A) Distribution of Fe in a 
sectioned byssal thread generated by secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS). The thread in 
transverse section was viewed under bright -f ield microscopy (B1) or under 330-385 nm UV 
light (B2) Strong blue auto fluorescence was shown in the cuticle, in accordance with the 
presence of Dopa. A, B1, and B2 are reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref. 22,  
Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society.  (C) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
image of the granular structure of  cuticle. (D1) Light microscopy of a thin cuticle section (∼3 
µm) showing granules as dark spots. (D2) 2D Raman image with integration of Fe 3+-Dopa peak 
(490 to 696 cm -1) gave high intensity on granules than surrounding matrix.  C, D1, and D2 are 
reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref .23 , Copyright 2010, The American Association 
for the Advancement of Science.  
 
1.4 Bridging cohesion 
 
Bridging cohesion is mainly mediated by foam-structured mfp-2 and give rise to hardness of the byssus, 
thereby increasing the overall attachment strength.24, 87 Metal-mediated coordination, covalent cross-linking 
and cation-π interactions are mainly involved in the bridging cohesion. 
 
1.4.1 Metal-mediated coordination  
 
Marine mussels are able to accumulate metals in vivo from surrounding seawater, e.g. Fe, Zn, Cu and Mn, 
with concentrations which are up to 100 000 times higher than in seawater.88-91 A majority of the absorbed Fe 
transported to the byssus, suggesting the participation of Fe during byssus assembly.88 Wilker, J.J. group 
revealed that addition of Fe3+ gave rise to curing of mussel adhesive precursors.92, 93 The existence of Fe3+ in 
mature plaques was later confirmed directly by electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR).94 Dopa as well as 
Fe3+ were precisely identified within the cuticle (Fig. 9A, 9B1, 9B2).22, 23 Removal of Fe3+ from byssus by 
chelation resulted in a hardness reduction by 50 %, suggesting that Fe3+ plays a significant role in advancing 
the mechanical property thereof.22  
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The cuticle of intertidal Mytilus galloprovincialis (M. galloprovincialis) consists of numbers of granules 
interspersed in the homogeneous matrix (Fig. 9C).21, 22 Compared to the matrix, the granules show a higher 
density of tris Fe3+-Dopa complexes as shown by confocal Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 9D1, 9D2).23 The high 
density of tris Fe3+-Dopa complexes in granules might be due to high concentrations of mfp-1.23 The highly 
cross-linked granules as well as the less cross-linked matrix are believed to provide hardness and extensibility 
to the cuticle, respectively, which makes it ideal for coating.21-23 At high deformation, the granules can protect 
the cuticle from crack propagation at the expense of microcracks in the matrix.21-23 mfp-1 showed poor bridging 
properties in the absence of Fe3+.95 Upon addition of Fe3+ to mfp-1, strong and reversible bridging was revealed 
due to formation of tris Fe3+-Dopa complexes,95-97 which is consistent with the analysis of the natural byssus.21-
23 By means of tris Fe3+-Dopa coordination hydrogels based on natural mfps or Dopa-incorporated polymers 
have been processed with deformable and self-healing properties.98  
 
 
Fi 
In plaques, Fe3+-Dopa complexes exhibit a high intensity in the cuticle (mfp-1), moderate intensity in the foam 
(mfp-2), and low intensity at the interface (mfp-3, -5) (Figure 10).87 Addition of Fe3+ to mfp-2 improved the 
adhesion by 5 to 7 times, and the precipitations thereof exhibited strong Raman signals, suggestive of Fe3+-
Dopa complexes.87 Furthermore, mfp-2 is capable of interacting with interfacial mfp-5 as well.87 In the case of 
plaques, the complexation of mfp-2 with Fe3+ as well as mfp-5 contributes to forming a plump structure, 
inducing strong cohesion.87  
 
 
Figure 10. Analysis of Fe3+-Dopa complex in the adhesive plaque of M. galloprovincialis. (A) 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a sectioned plaque. (B) Raman microscopy 
image of the boxed region in (A) was integrated for Fe3+-Dopa (490 to 696 cm -1), which revealed 
the highest intensity in the cuticle. (C) Average Raman spectra of the cuticle, foam and 
interface. Reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref .87,  under a Creative Commons 
license.  
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Considering the typical octahedral geometry of Fe3+ as well as the bidentate property of catechol, Fe3+ is able 
to bind one, two, or three catechol ligands.99 Therefore, complexes of Fe3+-catechol exists in three different 
stoichiometries, e.g. mono-, bis-, tris-complex, which can be regulated by pH, Fe3+ to catechol ratio, and the 
nature of the catechol analogues (Fig. 8B).95, 97, 100 With respect to a Dopa-modified PEG polymer, the mono-
complex of Fe3+-Dopa dominated at pH < 5.6, the bis-complex at 5.6 < pH < 9.1, and the tris-complex at pH > 
9.1, depending on the deprotonation of catecholic hydroxyls.100 In general, the substituents of the phenolic ring 
affect the pKa of catechol analogues. The electron-withdrawing substituents, e.g. -NO2, can increase the 
stability of the deprotonated catechol moiety, resulting in a lower pKa; whereas electron-donating substituents, 
e.g. -NH2, can decrease the stability accordingly, resulting in a higher pKa.101, 102 Therefore, the catechol 
analogues with lower pKa, e.g. carbonyl-substituted chrysobactin, can form tris coordination with Fe3+ at 
relative low pH (pH > 6.1).103 Regarding Dopa-incorporated proteins, the sequence may influence the pKa.1 
 
The Fe3+ to catechol ratio is also critical for complex formation.97 Different ratios of Fe3+ to catechol (mfp-1) at 
pH 7.0 resulted in two different coordination complexes: a purple one (548 nm) at high ratios and a pink one 
(500 nm) at low ratios.97 Analysis revealed that bis- as well as tris-complexes were involved in the purple and 
pink complex, respectively.97 Another study showed similar result that tris-complex was formed with strong and 
reversible bridging interactions at low Fe3+ concentrations (10 µM), whereas non-bridging mono-complexes 
were formed with cohesion loss at high Fe3+ concentrations (100 µM).95 The solubility of Fe3+ is low at basic 
pH, which makes Fe3+-mediated cross-linking unpractical.100, 104 Pre-binding Fe3+ to catechol in mono-complex 
at acidic pH, and then increasing the pH to induce tris-complexes can avoid Fe3+ precipitation and overcome 
this obstruction accordingly.100  
 
1.4.2 Covalent cross-linking 
 
1.4.2.1 Dopa oxidation 
 
The oxidation of Dopa to Dopaquinone, either spontaneously at mild to alkaline pH (auto-oxidation)105, 106 or 
upon addition of transition metallic (e.g. Fe3+),107, 108 nonmetallic (e.g. IO4-)109 or enzymatic (e.g. catechol 
oxidase) oxidants110, plays a vital role for byssus curing with covalent cross-linking (Fig. 11).102 Catechol 
oxidase (EC 1.10.3.1), catalyzing Dopa to Dopaquinone, has been identified and extracted from mussel 
byssus.110, 111 The catechol oxidase works at pH 8.0 and probably works together with Dopa auto-oxidation at 
seawater conditions.110  
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Figure 11. Reaction pathways of Dopa in mussels. Dopa is oxidized into the intermediate 
product Dopaquinone (oxidation rate, K ox) automatically or triggered by additional oxidants, 
e.g. catechol oxidase and periodate. Dopaquinone is quite reactive to undergo a variety of 
reactions yielding covalent cross-linking. Aryl-coupling of the generated Dopaquinone and 
another Dopa (Dopaquinone dismutation rate, Kd is) gives r ise to di-Dopa and subsequent 
polymerization. Tautomerization of Dopaquinone to dehydro -Dopa results in polymerization as 
well. Furthermore, Dopaquinone can react with a variety of nucleophiles in Michael -type 
additions, e.g. lysyl, histidyl and cysteinyl groups.  Reprinted and adapted with permission from 
Ref. 42, Copyright 2014, Elsevier.  
 
Multiple factors can affect Dopa oxidation, such as pH, redox potential (e.g. the type and concentration of 
oxidant), nature of Dopa and the substituent groups thereof. In general, Dopa oxidation is more susceptible 
with increasing pH, especially with basic pH, due to the reduced reduction potential.12, 105 The type of oxidant 
has apparent influence on the oxidation rate, e.g. the rate of enzyme-mediated oxidation is proportional to the 
enzyme concentration, whereas periodate-induced oxidation shows maximal rate at a Dopa to periodate molar 
ratio between 1 and 2.12, 112 In addition, Dopa gets oxidized easily with electron-donating substituents, (e.g. -
NH2),113 whereas a contrary effect on oxidation exists with electron-withdrawing substituents (e.g. -NO2).114, 115 
van der Leeden, M.C. found an interesting oxidation behavior of mfp-1, which inversely corresponded with 
osmotic pressure.116 Increasing osmotic pressure gave rise to conformational changes of mfp-1, and, therefore, 
altered the reactivity of mfp-1 toward oxidation, which might be protection approach for mussels during the 
storage of proteins in granules.116  
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1.4.2.2 Fe3+-mediated Dopa oxidation 
 
At acidic pH, Dopa gets oxidized by Fe3+ generating Dopaquinone and Fe2+.107, 108, 117 Besides the above-
mentioned Fe3+-Dopa coordination in mussels, Fe3+ is also speculatively involved in redox reactions with Dopa 
at acidic pH (Fig. 12). Addition of Fe3+ to Dopa-containing mfp-1 and mfp-2 resulted in immediate precipitation 
at acidic pH.94, 118 Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) of the precipitated solid confirmed the presence of 
Fe3+ and an organic radical, likely due to Fe3+ mediated Dopa oxidation.94 Further investigations on small 
catechol-containing molecules confirmed the formation of o-quinone upon reduction of Fe3+ to Fe2+, which was 
favored at acidic pH (pH 2.0-3.0) and almost undetectable at basic pH.118  
 
During byssus assembly, a pH regulation takes place.16, 54 The byssus precursors are initially stored at acidic 
pH (pH ≈ 3.0) and exposed and equilibrated to seawater (pH ≈ 8.4) after release.54 The Fe3+-Dopa interactions, 
including coordination as well as covalent interactions, are clearly pH dependent, which might be related to 
the pH switch during assembly (Fig. 12). However, the characteristic Fe3+-Dopa complexes have not been 
identified in artificially induced byssus or mussel foot glands.26 The storage and processing specifics of byssal 
precursors with Fe3+, e.g. the blended stages thereof, are not well known. Partial Dopa might form covalent 
cross-links with Fe3+ at acidic conditions and the others coordinate with Fe3+ after exposure to seawater (Fig. 
12).118, 119  
 
 
Figure 12.  A proposed model for pH-dependent Fe-Dopa interactions in mussel bysuss. At 
acidic pH, parts of Dopa are oxidized into Dopaquinone upon reduction of Fe 3+ to Fe2+, result ing 
in covalent polymerization via aryl -coupling. Upon exposure to basic pH, Dopa coordinates 
with Fe3+, which is reversible. To achieve maximal mechanical properties, there should be a 
precise balance in pH regulating covalent vs coordination reactions during byssus assembly. 
Reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref .118, Copyright 2014, RSC Publishing.  
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A catechol-terminated branched PEG was inspired to form hydrogels in the presence of Fe3+ at pH 3.0, which 
was augmented with increasing pH (pH 9.0).119 The covalent cross-linking (pH 3.0) endows hydrogels with a 
high toughness, whereas the coordination (pH 9.0) works in a sacrificial way to dissipate energy under applied 
force owing to the reversible rupture and re-forming ability.119 For optimal mechanical performance, the amount 
of covalent vs coordinative cross-linking needs to be accurately modulated, and further investigations are 
required to find out how mussels regulate the curing process with Fe3+. 
 
1.4.2.3 Dopaquinone reaction pathways 
 
Dopaquinone is a quite reactive intermediate, which can be attacked by various biological sourced 
nucleophiles by the Michael addition, e.g. -NH2, -SH and imidazole (Fig. 11).102, 120 Michael addition is highly 
dependent on the nature of nucleophile groups, e.g. pKa,121 which further affects the cross-linking efficiency. 
In general, the thiol addition to Dopaquinone appears more efficient compared to other nucleophiles,122 getting 
significant attention for biomedical applications.123 Aryl-coupling of Dopaquinone with another unoxidized Dopa 
leads to two highly reactive semiquinones, further giving rise to diDopa cross-links.83, 124-126 Tautomerization of 
Dopaquinone yields α,β-dehydro-Dopa, which might further participate in forming cross-links (Fig. 11).127, 128  
 
At present, cross-linking by means of diDopa83 and cysteinylDopa49, 129 has been detected in mussel byssus. 
The cross-linking of mfp-1 was studied by investigating the oxidation and aggregation rate under different 
conditions, and a kinetic model was proposed thereof.11 The Dopa oxidation rate (Kox) and cross-linking rate 
are strongly dependent on the redox potential (with/without oxidant, iodate) and Dopaquinone dismutation rate 
(Kdis), respectively (Fig. 11).11 When Kox is lower than Kdis, the cross-linking is more powerful and controlled by 
Kox. When Kox exceeds Kdis, the cross-linking is insufficient owing to rapid consumption of reducing Dopa.11 
These two regimes provide insights into how to control the cross-linking levels by adapting Kox as well as Kdis. 
Compared to diDopa, cysteinylDopa was detected in two forms in byssal threads of Perna canaliculus (P. 
canaliculus): 5-S-cysteinylDopa (≥ 1 mol %) and 2-S-cysteinylDopa (10 times less), which are generated by a 
thiolate addition to Dopaquinone.129 Metal ions are deficient in byssal threads of P. canaliculus, whereas 
abundant Cys residues yield cross-linking by means of cysteinylDopa, which is not common in mussels.129 In 
addition, 5-S-cysteinylDopa was also discovered at nearly 1 mol % in plaques of Mytilus californianus, which 
is suggested to be associated with plaque curing.49 A Dopa-functionalized atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip 
was used to investigate the interaction of Dopa with an organic amine-modified Si surface.82 The approach 
and retraction curves revealed an extremely large force with subsequent adhesion abolition, which is in 
accordance with covalent bond rupture, suggesting formation of Dopa-nitrogen adducts.82 Dopa-incorporated 
polymers are considered as good candidates, e.g. for tissue adhesives. 
 
1.4.3 Cation-π interactions 
 
Cation-π interactions, are present between electron-rich orbitals (e.g. Dopa, Tyr, Trp, Phe) and adjacent 
cations (e.g. Lys, Arg, His, K+) and are important non-covalent interactions in living organisms (Fig. 13A).130-
132 Cation-π interactions play indispensable roles in physiological activities, such as T cell antigen receptor 
binding,133 protein folding,134 potassium channel blocking,135, 136 and nicotinic acetylcholine (ACh) signal 
transmission.137 The strength of cation-π interactions is comparable to that of H-bonds and charge-charge 
interactions in aqueous solutions.130, 138, 139 
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There are large amounts of aromatic groups (e.g. Dopa, Tyr, Trp) as well as positively charged residues (e.g. 
Arg, Lys) in mussel foot proteins, reminiscent of the potential existence of cation-π interactions, especially for 
some Dopa-deficient proteins, such as mussel foot protein-1 (pvfp-1) from green mussel Perna viridis (P. 
viridis). 68 It is proposed that the cation-π interactions between C2-mannosyl-7-hydroxytryptophan 
(Man7OHTrp) and Lys as well as conformational changes contribute most likely to the strong bridging cohesion 
between pvfp-1 films.68 Two mfp-1 films without Dopa modification showed strong cohesion as well, which was 
mainly due to cation-π interactions together with other interactions such as π-π interactions, H-bonds and van 
der Waals interactions.68 There are no detectable cohesion between two poly-L-tyrosine (pTyr) films, 
suggestive of scanty contributions of π-π interaction to the cohesion.68 
 
A serious of short model peptides, possessing conserved Lys residues as well as substituent aromatic residues 
X, including Dopa, Tyr, Phe, and Leu (non-aromatic control), were engineered, and corresponding films were 
generated on mica surfaces by means of self-assembly (Fig. 14A).70 Since the slope of approaching force-
distance profiles is related to the compressibility of films, the three aromatic films showed similar mechanical 
properties during compression (Fig. 14B). During separation, three aromatic peptides exhibited prominent high 
adhesion compared to the Leu control (Fig. 14C).70 The Phe-incorporated peptide showed unexpected 
adhesion strength based on cation-π interactions nearly three times higher than that of Dopa-incorporated 
peptide, which is consistent with the order of binding strength in previous studies of indole > benzene > phenol 
(Fig. 14C).69, 70  
 
 
 
Figure 13. Il lustration of cation-π interactions in aqueous solution. (A) Cation-π interactions 
between posit ively charged poly-L-lysine (PLL) and aromatic groups of poly-L-tryptophan 
(PTrp), poly-L-tyrosine (PTyr) and polystyrene (PS). Efficient cation -π interactions occur when 
cations are perpendicular to the plane of benzene rings. Different electron densit ies of benzene 
rings in PTrp, PTyr and PS could give r ise to  a different strength of cation-π interactions. (B) 
Effect of hydrated cations on cation-π interactions. The introduced hydrated cations (e.g. K +,  
tetraethylammonium (TEA), nicotinic acetylcholine (ACh)) could compete with positively 
charged groups of polymers. Reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref . 69 , Copyright 
2013, John Wiley and Sons.  
 
The cation-π interactions can be affected by other types of cations (e.g. K+, Na+, NH4+), competing with the 
positively charged groups by interacting with aromatic groups (Fig. 13B).68-71 With increasing concentrations 
of cations, the competition effect increases, thereby screening the bridging adhesion.68-71 Since the binding 
energy of mono-valent cations to aromatic groups is mainly subject to the hydration radius of the cations with 
increasing hydrated radius decreasing the binding strength, the binding strength follows the order of NR4+ > 
NH3R+ > NH4+ ≈ K+ > Na+ > Li+ in aqueous solution.69, 136, 140 The cation-π interaction is, therefore, unlikely to 
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change from acidic pH to ocean pH.1, 69 
 
A strong Dopa-mediated adhesion consists of proportional interfacial adhesion and bridging cohesion, whereas 
unavoidable auto-oxidation gives rise to uncontrollable adhesion loss.70 The cation-π interactions between 
cations and aromatic residues, especially Phe, provide an additional strategy to complement the bridging 
cohesion without sacrifice of Dopa. 
 
Figure 14. (A) Model peptides with both Lys (K) and aromatic residues (X). Besides aromatic 
residues X (Phe, Tyr, Dopa, Leu (nonaromatic control)), other residues are conserved in all 
model peptides. Each model peptide possesses one conserved aromatic residue X. The 
abbreviations of aromatic residues in (B) and (C) represent the corresponding model peptide. 
Force-distance profiles during approach (B) and separation (C) between two mica surfaces 
coated with model peptides. Surface forces apparatus (SFA) measurements were performed in 
pH 2.5 buffer with 100 mM acetic acid and 250 mM KNO 3.  Reprinted and adapted with 
permission from Ref.70, Copyright 2017, Springer Nature.  
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2. Aims 
 
Mussel byssus, a proteinaceous holdfast, can achieve strong and rapid adhesion on various wet substrates. 
Numbers of mussel-mimicking tissue adhesives have been inspired recently, whereas none of them exhibit as 
high wet adhesion as the natural counterpart. To mimic mussel adhesion, getting fundamental understanding 
of the natural system is an essential prerequisite. 
 
The mussel foot proteins in plaques, e.g. mfp-3, -5, are directly in contact with wet substrates and act as 
primers in adhesion. The extraordinary high Dopa content in byssus indicates the existence of at least one 
polyphenol oxidase for post-translational modification of Tyr residues. Both mussel foot proteins in plaques 
and predicted polyphenol oxidase are vital for understanding the adhesion system. In this work, mussel foot 
protein 3b (mfp-3b), one predominant protein at the plaque-substrate interface, as well as polyphenol oxidase 
like protein (PPOL) from M. galloprovincialis were investigated. In order to get insight into their contributions 
to mussel adhesion, this work has been divided into three objectives: 
 
It is not practical to produce mussel-derived proteins by natural extractions due to the low production level and 
high production cost. Recently, recombinant protein production provides an alternative production method for 
mussel-derived proteins. Therefore, the first aim was to establish the recombinant production of mfp-3b (rmfp-
3b), PPOL (rPPOL) and variants (rP319) thereof by varying cloning constructs, host organisms, fermentation 
conditions and purification methods.  
 
The next aim was to characterize rmfp-3b at various temperatures, pH, salt ion, and ionic strength conditions. 
Comparison of rmfp-3b properties at different secretion and seawater conditions should provide insights into 
the molecular reactivity of rmfp-3b during adhesion, especially how the soluble proteinaceous rmfp-3b can be 
placed onto wet substrates without dispersion into ambient seawater. 
 
The PPOL shows a high homology to other polyphenol oxidases (PPOs), especially the essential copper-
binding sites (CuA and CuB). The catalytic activity of rPPOL at both secretion pH (pH 3.0) and seawater pH 
(pH 8.0) as well as its contributions to mussel underwater adhesion were investigated. 
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3. Synopsis 
 
This dissertation consists of one first author review (publication I) and two first author research publications 
(publication II and publication III); the publication list is presented in section 5; my contributions to each 
publication are listed in section 6. 
 
The current state of recombinant production and application of mussel inspired proteins is comprehensively 
reviewed and discussed in publication I. Table 1 thereof shows a summary of recombinant mussel-derived 
proteins produced in different heterogeneous hosts, gene engineering strategies, purification strategies, and 
post-translational modification strategies. It is promising to produce recombinant mussel inspired proteins and 
variants thereof in Escherichia coli (E. coli) with relatively low cost and high efficiency.  
 
Based thereon, production of recombinant mfp-3b (publication II) and PPOL (publication III) were carried out 
in E. coli with corresponding optimizations. The particular coacervation process of rmfp-3b was investigated 
under the influence of pH, temperature, and ionic strength relevant to the conditions of protein secretion within 
glands as well as seawater (publication II). In the case of PPOL, antioxidant activity of rPPOL was 
characterized by investigating the influence of pH, amount of free thiols and protein concentrations (publication 
III). 
  
3.1 Recombinant production of mussel inspired proteins 
 
The first objective was to produce recombinant mfp-3 and PPOL. Direct extraction from mussels is possible 
but unpractical for applications due to the low yield (µg protein/g tissue). Recombinant production, as reviewed 
in publication I, has therefore been established to overcome this impediment. Recombinant production and 
application of thread collagenous proteins, thread matrix proteins and mussel foot proteins were reviewed and 
discussed. Recombinant protein production includes DNA identification from mussels, molecular cloning, 
fermentation, and protein purification, which needed optimization to get a high production yield (Figure 15). 
Bacterial expression hosts are attractive due to high productivity, low costs and easy culture, whereas in vivo 
post-translational modifications, e.g. Tyr to Dopa, are not possible. 
 
 
Figure 15. Recombinant production of mussel inspired proteins by means of DNA identif ication 
from mussel cDNA library, molecular cloning, choice of a suitable expression host (e.g. E. coli), 
fermentation and protein purif ication. Optimizations are necessary to prod uce recombinant 
proteins with high yield.  
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The gene sequence of mfp-3b of M. galloprovincialis was obtained from GenBank (AB049580) (publication II). 
rmfp-3b was expressed in insoluble inclusion bodies (IBs) in E. coli, and the purification included IB washing, 
acidic extraction and phase separation. rmfp-3b possesses 18 positively charged residues (shown in green), 
2 negatively charged residues (shown in red) and 11 Tyr residues 
(MGSSHHHHHHSQDPNSSDYYGPNYGPSRRWGGYGNYNRYNGRRYGGYGGYKGWNRGWRRGSWGRR
KYNY, shown in purple). For the initial analysis on Dopa-deficient proteins, it is beneficial to have no further 
post-translational modification (section 3.2, publication II). 
 
The gene sequence of PPOL was identified after screening of a foot cDNA library of M. galloprovincialis using 
degenerated PCR primers (publication III). PPOL shows high homology with other PPOs from different species, 
especially with 59 % identity to the tyrosinase 2 (GenBank KF318705.1) of green mussel P. viridis. rPPOL was 
expressed in insoluble IBs, which further underwent IB washing and affinity chromatography purifications. 
rPPOL is composed of 15 Cys residues, ∼13 of which are free thiols and ∼2 of which are disulfide bonded. A 
short variant (rP319) was engineered with the C-terminal domain (10 free thiols) removed. Comparative 
investigations between the full-length and short variants were carried out (section 3.3, publication III). 
 
3.2 Mussel foot protein-3b (mfp-3b) shows coacervation behavior  
 
 
Once natural mfp-3b is secreted from mussel foot to seawater, it undergoes a pH jump from pH 2.5 to 8.0, as 
well as an ionic strength switch from 0.15 M to 0.7 M. Therefore, it was necessary to investigate the influence 
of pH and salinity to rmfp-3b. The experimental isoelectric point (pI) of rmfp-3b was revealed to be around pH 
6.0. At low pH (pH 3.0-4.0), rmfp-3b was positively charged, giving rise to a soluble state.  
 
In the presence of citrate, rmfp-3b showed UCST mediated complex coacervation at pH 3.0. With respect to 
UCST behavior, there is a cloud point temperature (Tcp). Upon decreasing temperature, the rmfp-3b solution 
changed from being transparent (T > Tcp) to turbid (T < Tcp), which was reversible upon increasing temperature. 
The size distribution was also temperature-dependent in virtue of dynamic light scattering (DLS) 
measurements. Upon cooling/heating, the hydrodynamic diameter Dh of rmfp-3b increased/decreased, 
confirming the UCST-mediated coacervation. rmfp-3b is hydrophilic, and decreasing temperature probably 
reduces the surrounding water shell, but increases hydrogen bonding as well as deprotonation of citrate, which 
results in increased molecular interactions. The consequence is UCST-mediated coacervation. Imaging of the 
coacervate phase by optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) revealed spherical droplets 
between 0.2 and 5 µm. The Tcp of rmfp-3b is highly dependent on protein and citrate concentrations. The 
entanglement of protein chains is favored at high protein concentrations. Increasing concentrations of protein 
and citrate give rise to an increased Tcp. With increasing citrate concentration (above 100 mM), coacervation 
of rmfp-3b (5 mg mL-1) was identified without UCST behavior.  
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Figure 16. (A) Turbidity measurements of rmfp-3b (5 mg ml -1, 20 mM citrate buffer, pH 3.0) 
with increasing/decreasing temperature. The inset photographs show transparence/turbidity at 
a temperature above/beneath T cp  (∼7 °C under this condition). (B)Optical microscopy image of 
the turbid sample from (A) showing granular coacervates. (C) Turbidity and zeta potential of 
rmfp-3b as a function of pH at 20 °C. The turbidity was measured at 600 nm.  Error bars indicate 
the standard deviation (n=3).  Reprinted and adapted with permission from publication II,141 
Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.  
 
pH elevation by pipetting soluble mfp-3b (pH 3.0) into pH 8.0 buffer can trigger the coacervation as well, 
resulting in an immediate liquid-liquid phase separation, but without showing UCST behavior. Upon elevation 
of pH, the acidic residues of mfp-3b get deprotonated, which results in formation of zwitterions with increased 
electrostatic attractions, thereby increasing the intermolecular interactions and yielding a coacervate. 
Compared to UCST-mediated coacervate at pH 3.0, pH elevation mediated coacervate was more accumulated. 
Low molarity of multivalent anions (e.g. sulfate and citrate salts) are proposed to form complex coacervation 
with rmfp-3b, whereas high molarity of monovalent anions (e.g. chloride salts) can screen the long-range 
electrostatic repulsions, both advancing intermolecular interactions. The optimal coacervation conditions at pH 
8.0 were close to the seawater composition, suggesting seawater could be a natural coacervation regulator. 
 
Multivalent anions at low concentrations can give rise to prominent coacervation, reminiscing that mfp-3b is 
probably secreted from the acidic secretory granules as condensed coacervate with multivalent anions, such 
as sulfate. By means of coacervate, secretion and spreading on wet substrates are beneficial due to its specific 
properties, such as shear-thinning behavior and low interfacial energy. Upon an exposure to seawater at 
elevated pH and ionic strength, a condensed coacervate of mfp-3b is formed due to increased intermolecular 
interactions. By this way, mfp-3b can settle on wet substrates without dispersion into the surrounding seawater.  
 
3.3 Mussel polyphenol oxidase-like protein (PPOL) shows antioxidant activity  
 
The catalytic activities of rPPOL and rP319, including tyrosinase and catecholase activity, could not been 
identified during this study. Considering the acidic secretion pH, the post translational modification of Tyr 
residues to Dopa mostly occurs at acidic secretion pH. Copper has a poor coordination with His at pH 3.0, 
which might cause inactivation of rPPOL. Presumably, a particular metallochaperone is required to 
accommodate copper ions within the His catalytic center. On the other hand, PPOL might not possess 
polyphenol oxidase activity. 
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Figure 16. Radical scavenging of rPPOL and variants thereof using the 2,2-diphenyl-1-
picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) assay. (A) Kinetics of DPPH radical (100 µM) quenching by rPPOL and 
variants thereof at identical molar concentrations (3.5 µM) at pH 3.0 and 20 °C. Ascorbic acid 
was used as a posit ive control. (B) Extrapolated percentage (%) of remaining DPPH radical at 
500 min (steady state) at different protein (rPPOL and rP319) concentrat ions. Half-maximal 
effective concentration (EC 50), were calculated from the curves. The inset table exhibits the 
EC50, APR (1/EC50,  antiradical power), stoichiometric value (2*EC 50) and the amount (mole) of 
reduced DPPH by one mole protein (1/stoichiometric value). Error bars indicate the standard 
deviation (n=3). Reprinted and adapted with permission from publication III,142 Copyright 2019, 
Elsevier.  
 
rPPOL or rP319 was capable of inhibiting Dopa oxidation to some extent. rPPOL with ∼13 free thiols exhibited 
stronger inhibition than rP319 with ∼3 free thiols, reminiscent of free thiols as probably contributors. To confirm 
this, free thiols of rPPOL and rP319 were alkylated using N-Ethylmaleimide (NEM), yielding thiol-blocked 
variants rPPOL-NEM and rP319-NEM. In comparison, both rPPOL-NEM and rP319-NEM showed weak 
inhibition of Dopa oxidation, suggesting that rPPOL probably works as a thiol-based antioxidant. 
 
An optimized 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) assay was taken to determine the antioxidant activity in 
this study. DPPH with free radicals exhibited maximal absorption at 515 nm, which gradually reduced upon 
addition of rPPOL variants. The rPPOL with the most thiols showed the fastest initial decay and maximum 
reductive capacity, whereas rP319-NEM with the least thiols exhibited the slowest initial decay and the 
minimum reductive capacity. Alkylated rPPOL variants still exhibited non-negligible reductive capacity, which 
might be due to the incomplete alkylation of thiols and/or unidentified reductive groups. With respect to 
antiradical power (APR, 1/EC50), that of rPPOL was ∼2.5 times higher than that of rP319 and ∼6 times higher 
than that of gallic acid. One molecule rPPOL is capable of reducing 38 DPPH radicals, indicating that there 
should be other reactive groups besides 13 free thiols devoting to the antioxidant activity. Considering the 
antioxidant property, PPOL probably locates at the plaque-substrate interface to protect Dopa from oxidation, 
like mfp-6; however, verification of the location of PPOL needs further investigations. 
 
To sum up, the mussel foot protein mfp-3b in plaques reveals coacervation property at conditions of protein 
secretion within glands as well as seawater. The polyphenol oxidase like protein PPOL exhibits antioxidant 
activity, protecting Dopa from oxidation. This work provides insights into understanding byssus assembly, 
which advances the development of novel adhesives by means of mimicking the natural system.  
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Figure S1. MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of rmfp-3b at pH 3.0. 
 
Figure S2. Coomassie blue stained SDS-PAGE (20%). M, pre-stained protein marker; lane A, 
purified rmfp-3b; lane B, purified rmfp-3b-NT.  
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Figure S3. Far-UV CD spectra of rmfp-3b. The measurements were performed at 5 and 25 °C (pH 
3.0 and pH 8.0), respectively. 
  
Figure S4. Influence of citrate concentration on the Tcp of rmfp-3b-NT at pH 3.0. The rmfp-3b-
NT concentration was 4 mg mL-1, providing the identical molar concentration as with 5 mg ml-1 
rmfp-3b (see Figure 3a). Tcp refers to the cloud point temperature of UCST behavior. Error bars 
indicate the standard deviation (n = 3). 
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Figure S5. Turbidity of rmfp-3b-NT as a function of pH at 20°C. Citrate buffer (blue) and 
various other buffers (red) were used, such as Gly-HCl buffer (pH 3.0), acetate buffer (pH 4.0, 
pH 5.0, pH 5.6) and Tris-HCl (pH 7.0, pH 8.0). Turbidity was recorded at a wavelength of 600 
nm. Error bars indicate the standard deviation (n = 3). 
 
Figure S6. Turbidity of rmfp-3b and rmfp-3b-NT at different sodium sulfate concentrations at 
pH 3.0 and 20 °C. The identical concentration of sodium chloride was used as a control. 
Turbidity was recorded at a wavelength of 600 nm. Error bars indicate the standard deviation (n 
= 3).  
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Figure S7. Kyte-Doolittle1 hydrophobicity plot of rmfp-3b. All regions of rmfp-3b exhibit values 
below zero indicating its hydrophilicity. 
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Table S1. Degenerated primers used for PCR amplifications of a potential PPOL [1].  
Name  Sequence (5’ - 3’) Origin and aimed sequence Result 
CuA_65536 ARGWAYNSNCKRTGCCANCCNARRA alignment of nine different tyrosinase 
sequences 
CuA,WHR-motive 
no PCR product 
CuA_2048 AGGWAYWCYCKATGCCAYCCWARRAWRCT P. fucata tyrosinase Sequence (GenBank 
AAZ66340, BAF74507) 
CuA,WHR-motive 
multiple PCR 
products with 
wrong sequences 
CuA_1536 ARRAANACYCTRTGCCAWCCHARRAT P. fucata tyrosinase sequence (GenBank 
AAZ66340, BAF74507) 
CuA,WHR-motive 
multiple PCR 
products with 
wrong sequences 
CuA_1024 CCTGGRAGRWAATCWAWSGTSGARTCCCARTA
RCA 
P. fucata tyrosinase (GenBank AAZ66340, 
BAF74507) 
CuA, conserved upstream region of WHR-
motive 
no PCR product 
CuA_128 GRMCCSWSRTGMGCGT P. fucata tyrosinase  
CuA, conserved downstream region of WHR-
motive 
two defined PCR 
bands (see text) 
CuB_36863 TGRTGVARMHWRAQANANNGGRTC alignment of nine different tyrosinase 
sequences 
CuB, region of the third histidine residue 
no PCR product 
CuB_576 TGRTGRAADGTRAAHARRGGRTC P. fucata tyrosinase sequence (GenBank 
AAZ66340, BAF74507) 
CuB, region of the third histidine residue 
no PCR product 
CuB_128 ATGRTGRAAAWAGAAWASWGGRTC P. fucata tyrosinase sequence (GenBank 
AAZ66340, BAF74507) 
CuB, region of the third histidine residue 
multiple PCR 
products with 
wrong sequences 
The degeneration degree of each primer is included in the names of oligonucleotides. The third histidine 
residue of the CuA binding site in all known type 3 copper proteins comprises the Trp-His-Arg tripeptide 
(WHR). 
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Table S2. Primers used for plasmid construction. 
PCR amplification 
Primer Sequence (5’ - 3’) 
Outcome Template 
pET-sumo-
PPOL 
pGEM-PPOL 
PPOL_Bam_fwd ATAATGGATCCGATGTCATAACTGACCAGTATCCTGC 
PPOL_Not_rev TAATTGCGGCCGCTTAATAGCAAAGGAACGCC 
pET28a-His-
PPOL 
pGEM-PPOL 
PPOL_Nhe_fwd ATAATGCTAGCGATGTCATAACTGACCAGTATCCTGC 
PPOL_Not_rev TAATTGCGGCCGCTTAATAGCAAAGGAACGCC 
pET-sumo-
P319 
pET-sumo-PPOL 
PPOL_Nco_fwd TAAGAAGGAGATATACCATGGGCAGCAG 
P319_Xho_rev ATCGCTCGAGTTATTAATCACCATATGAAT 
pET28a-His-
P319 
pET28a-His-PPOL 
PPOL_Nco_fwd TAAGAAGGAGATATACCATGGGCAGCAG 
P319_Xho_rev ATCGCTCGAGTTATTAATCACCATATGAAT 
 
Table S3. Modification of cysteine residues in rPPOL and rP319. 
 rPPOL rPPOL-
NEM 
rP319 rP319-
NEM 
 
Molar concentration 
(µM) 
Protein  92.1  92.1 92.1 92.1 
Free thiols detected  1230 ± 
12.2 
105 ± 2.33 374 ± 8.28 63.5 ± 0.45 
Numbers of different 
cysteine derivatives per 
protein molecule 
Free thiols ( free thiols 
moles / protein moles)  
~ 13 ~ 1 ~ 3 ~ 1 
Cystine (disulfide bond) 1 1 1 1 
Alkylated cysteine  ~ 0 ~ 12 ~ 0 ~ 2  
Cysteine residues of rPPOL, rP319 and alkylated rPPOL-NEM, rP319-NEM are shown in molarity (M) and 
number. Measurements are means ± standard deviation (n = 3). 
 
Table S4. Radical scavenging of rPPOL variants using DPPH assay at pH 8.0. 
 
% of remaining DPPH radical 
1 min 15 min 60 min 
rPPOL 90.31 ± 1.33 85.91 ± 0.44 85.11± 0.27 
rP319 95.4 ± 0.56 93.74 ± 0.28 91.99 ± 0.1 
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(A)  
   1 ATAATACGCC GGCTTTTCAT TATATCAATG AAACCTACAT TACAACTACT GCTATTGGTC 
  61 CTATGGCATT CCGTATTATT ATCAGTCTGT GATGTCATAA CTGACCAGTA TCCTGCTTTG 
 121 GTTTCCGAAT GTAGAGATCG TAACTCACAG AAGCAATATA AGTGTATACT GTCAAATCTT 
 181 GACAAAGCAG ATTGGTCACG TGACGATGCA GATGGTTTAA AACTGAGATT ACGACAAGAC 
 241 TTTTACTGGC ATCCAACAAA GAGGATACGG CGAGAATGTA GAGCACTAAC GAGAGAAGAA 
 301 TTTAAAGAAA TGGTCGATGC TATAAACGCT TTAAAGAAAG ATAAAAGTAT GTCTCCGAAT 
 361 GTGTATGACT ACGTTGCTGA TTACCATACA AACGAAGCAG TAAATTCGGT GCACTTTGGT 
 421 TCCAACTTTT TTGGCTGGCA TAAAATGTAT ATTCTAAAAT TTGAAGAGCT TCTACGAAAA 
 481 GTCAACCCAA ATGTAACATT GTGCTACTGG GATTCAAGAT TAGACCATCA TATGAAGGAC 
 541 CCTAAGAAAT CCATGATGTT TACATCCGAG TTTTTTGGTG ACGCTAGAGG TCCCATCCAA 
 601 ACAGGACCTT TTGCACGTTG GAAAACAATA AGAAATAAAC CTCTCTTTCG AGACTTAGGA 
 661 AGAGAAGGAA ATCCAATATC TTATAAAGAT ATAAAAACTG TATTATCAAA AAAGCACCAC 
 721 GTCCAAATAA CGAACCCGAC ATCGGATCCC AACAGTCAAG TCGAAATGAT GCATAATATG 
 781 GTCCATGCCT TCGTCGGTGG TCAAATGAAT GATTTCAATA CTAGTTCTCA AGATCCATTT 
 841 TTCTGGATTC ATCATGCTTT CATTGACGCA GTTTGGACCG TTTTTTGTCG GCAGTTACGT 
 901 CATCGTAATA TAGATCCACA AGATGATTAC GTCATCGTCG ATAATAAAAT GCACAGACCC 
 961 GAGAGATATA TGGATCACTT ATTTCCGATG AAGAATATAG ATGGTTATAG CGATTACTTT 
1021 GCCAATAACA TATATTCATA TGGTGATTTT GCAAAATGTC CTACTTGTTT AAACTCTCCA 
1081 TACCTAAAAT GCGACTATGC ATCAAACAAA TGTGTAGGCA TAGAGCTTCA CGAACCACGT 
1141 AGAAGAGTGG AGACGCCACC AGAAAGAATA AAAACAAACC ATTTATCTAC ACCTCAAAAT 
1201 GATTTTACCG TACTGGCAGG AGATGATAAA AACTGGGTCT ATATCCCAGT TAAAATTATT 
1261 GTTCGGAATG CTCTCGAAAA ATCCATTAAA AAAAATGTTA TCGGTGGATG TGAATATTTA 
1321 GGAGCCGGAT ATGATAATCT ATGTTCAAAG TCTGTAGCCA TAGTACAATC CAATGGAATA 
1381 ACGTACCACG GGACATATAG AAATTATATT GTAAACGATG CTTCTATTCC TCAGTGGGTA 
1441 TACGCATATG TGGGAGTTAA AGATCCAGGA ACAGGGTCCA GCCAGGCGTT CATCAGTGTA 
1501 ACCGATAAAA ACCACCAGCC ATGTGATGCA TTTTGTCTTG ATCTAAAAGC GAAAAAGTAT 
1561 CGGTCATGCC CAGGAGTAAT ATCCGTAACA AATAAGAAAC CAAGGCTGTA CTACAACACC 
1621 CTTAAGGAAG CAGAGGAAAA TGGATATCCA TTTAATCCTT TAGAGGCGGA TACACTTGAT 
1681 CCACGAATTA AAATGGCGTT CCTTTGCTAT TAAATCTGAT GGAAGGCAAA AAAAAAAAAA 
1741 AAAAAAA 
 
(B)  
  1 MKPTLQLLLL VLWHSVLLSV CDVITDQYPA LVSECRDRNS QKQYKCILSN LDKADWSRDD 
 61 ADGLKLRLRQ DFYWHPTKRI RRECRALTRE EFKEMVDAIN ALKKDKSMSP NVYDYVADYH 
121 TNEAVNSVHF GSNFFGWHKM YILKFEELLR KVNPNVTLCY WDSRLDHHMK DPKKSMMFTS 
181 EFFGDARGPI QTGPFARWKT IRNKPLFRDL GREGNPISYK DIKTVLSKKH HVQITNPTSD 
241 PNSQVEMMHN MVHAFVGGQM NDFNTSSQDP FFWIHHAFID AVWTVFCRQL RHRNIDPQDD 
301 YVIVDNKMHR PERYMDHLFP MKNIDGYSDY FANNIYSYGD FAKCPTCLNS PYLKCDYASN 
361 KCVGIELHEP RRRVETPPER IKTNHLSTPQ NDFTVLAGDD KNWVYIPVKI IVRNALEKSI 
421 KKNVIGGCEY LGAGYDNLCS KSVAIVQSNG ITYHGTYRNY IVNDASIPQW VYAYVGVKDP 
481 GTGSSQAFIS VTDKNHQPCD AFCLDLKAKK YRSCPGVISV TNKKPRLYYN TLKEAEENGY 
541 PFNPLEADTL DPRIKMAFLC Y 
 
 
Figure S1. (A) Complete cDNA sequence of PPOL from M. galloprovincialis [1]. The 5' and 3' untranslated 
regions are shown in black, the deleted sequence in the Pf-approach is indicated by a red shading and the 
corresponding artificial stop codon, which results in premature chain termination, is highlighted by yellow 
shading. The 5' terminal purple sequence is responsible for signal peptide translation (SignalP 3.0 Server, 
neuronal network method), the full-length PPOL cDNA sequence used for plasmid construction is shown 
in blue, and the short sequence construct is indicated by grey shading. (B) Translated protein sequence of 
PPOL. The corresponding signal peptide, full-length and short sequence of PPOL are shown in purple, blue 
and grey shading, respectively. The cysteine residues are highlighted by green shading. 
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 Mg_PPOL       1 ----------MKPTLQLLLLVLWHSVLLSVCDVITDQYPALVSECRDRNS 40     
                           |   | ||:::|:|   :::  ||:: :|  :::||     
 PV_Tyr2       1 MVEFSAFMPDMNHVLPLLVILLYHQYDVTMSKVISEGFPGEIADCRYVER 50     
 
 Mg_PPOL      41 QKQYKCILSNLDKADWSRDDADGLKLRLRQDFYWHPTKRIRRECRALTRE 90     
                  : | || |  |  ||  |    |:|||||||||||||||||||||: || 
 PV_Tyr2      51 SELYTCIRSKFDNPDWIPDSGPKLQLRLRQDFYWHPTKRIRRECRAIPRE 100   
 
 Mg_PPOL      91 EFKEMVDAINALKKDKSMSPNVYDYVADYHTNEAVNSVHFGSNFFGWHKM 140    
                 |:  : |||| |||||: :|||||  |||||||||||:||| ||||||:: 
 PV_Tyr2     101 EWHALCDAINKLKKDKTFAPNVYDNFADYHTNEAVNSIHFGPNFFGWHRI 150    
 
 Mg_PPOL     141 YILKFEELLRKVNPNVTLCYWDSRLDHHMKDPKKSMMFTSEFFGDARGPI 190    
                 :|| |||||||||||||||||||||||:|| |:||:||| ||||: :||: 
 PV_Tyr2     151 FILVFEELLRKVNPNVTLCYWDSRLDHNMKHPEKSIMFTKEFFGNTKGPV 200   
 
 Mg_PPOL     191 QTGPFARWKTIRNKPLFRDLGREGNPISYKDIKTVLSKKHHVQITNPTSD 240   
                  ||||| |||||| || |:  :||  ||      |||| :||||| ||:| 
 PV_Tyr2     201 VTGPFAGWKTIRNIPLRRNSAQEGELISTAAFDKVLSKHYHVQITTPTAD 250    
 
 Mg_PPOL     241 PNSQVEMMHNMVHAFVGGQMNDFNTSSQDPFFWIHHAFIDAVWTVFCRQL 290  
                  :| || :|| |||::|||||||||||||  || ||||||:||  || :| 
 PV_Tyr2     251 DDSNVESLHNGVHAYIGGQMNDFNTSSQDICFWFHHAFIDSVWEKFCSKL 300    
 
 Mg_PPOL     291 RHRNIDPQDDYVIVDNKMHRPERYMDHLFPMKNIDGYSDYFANNIYSYGD 340 
                 |:: :|||:||||:| ::||| | ||| || ||||||||||  ||| | : 
 PV_Tyr2     301 RNKGLDPQEDYVIIDERLHRPRRLMDHFFPFKNIDGYSDYFPRNIYKYEE 350   
 
 Mg_PPOL     341 FAKCPTCLNSPYLKCDYASNKCVGIELHEPRRRVETPPERIKTNHLSTPQ 390    
                 :| || |||||||||:  :|||  |: :||:| |  | ::|:||||| |: 
 PV_Tyr2     351 YATCPDCLNSPYLKCNNVTNKCYSIQENEPKRLVFKPLKKIETNHLSAPK 400   
 
 Mg_PPOL     391 NDFTVLAGDD--KNWVYIPVKIIVRNALEKSIKKNVIGGCEYLGAGYDNL 438   
                 ::| :::| :  :: |::|||:: |:|: |||:|  | ||||     | : 
 PV_Tyr2     401 DEFKIISGKENLESMVFVPVKVVFRDAVHKSIRKQYIAGCEYQKKDID-V 449   
 
 Mg_PPOL     439 CSKSVAIVQSNGITYHGTYRNYIVNDASIPQWVYAYVGVKDPGTGSSQAF 488    
                 | ||||||:|:|::||| ||||::||| :||||||:|||:||  | | :| 
 PV_Tyr2     450 CKKSVAIVESHGMSYHGKYRNYVINDACVPQWVYAFVGVRDPALGDSMSF 499    
 
 Mg_PPOL     489 ISVTDKNHQPCDAFCLDLKAKKYRSCPGVISVTNKKPRLYYNTLKEAEEN 538   
                 ||||||    | |:||||:||||||| ||| :|   ||:|  :| :|: : 
 PV_Tyr2     500 ISVTDKLGNHCFAYCLDLEAKKYRSCSGVIKLTTDTPRMYSKSLDDAKAS 549    
 
 Mg_PPOL     539 GYPFNPLEADTLDPRIKMAFLCY 561 
                 |:||:|||||||||||:::|||| 
 PV_Tyr2     550 GFPFSPLEADTLDPRIQLSFLCY 572 
Figure S2. Amino acid sequences alignment of PPOL (Mg_PPOL) and tyrosinase 2 from Perna viridis 
(PV_Tyr2) [2]. Six highly conserved histidine residues (H) are indicated with bond and yellow shading, 
cysteine (C) residues with green shading and the signal peptide with purple font. ‘_’ are introduced to 
optimize the alignment, ':' for high similarities, and '|' for identical residues. 
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Figure S3. Homology-based structural model of the putative PPOL from M. galloprovincialis [1]. Homology 
model of the catalytic domain of PPOL obtained from Phyre2 in (A) front and (B) rear view, based on the 
high sequence homology with four known crystal structures. Blue: amino terminus; Red: carboxyl 
terminus. The numbering of α-helices is indicated by the established PPO crystal structure [3]. Helix 4 
(gray letter) is missing and helices 6 and 7 are united here. Both modeled copper ions are represented as 
green spheres. Six histidine residues (H) and three cysteine residues located in the catalytic domain are 
shown as a stick model. (C) Detailed view of the potential copper binding site with six histidine residues 
(H) annotated. The established crystal structures or SCOP entries of PPO used here were tyrosinase from 
Bacillus megaterium (PDB ID 3NPY) and Streptomyces castaneoglobisporus (PDB ID 1wx2), hemocyanin 
from Octopus dofleini (PDB ID 1JS8) and Rapana thomasiana (PDB ID 1LNL). 
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Figure S4. Tyrosinase activity of rPPOL variants. Vis absorption of rPPOL as well as rP319 using L-tyrosine 
as substrate upon 30 min incubation at pH 3.0 (A) and pH 8.0 (B). The samples with mushroom tyrosinase 
(Tyr, at pH 7.0) and NaIO4 were taken as controls with tyrosinase activity and chemical oxidation ability, 
respectively. 
 
(single-column) 
Figure S5. Catecholase activity of rPPOL variants at pH 8.0. Vis absorption of L-DOPA in the presence of 
rPPOL as well as rP319 after 30 min incubation. L-DOPA with mushroom tyrosinase (Tyr) was taken as 
positive control. 
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(single-column) 
Figure S6. Absorption spectra of Zincon-Cu2+.  All spectra were recorded in 8 M urea, 50 mM borate buffer 
(pH 9.0), 40 µM Zincon (2-Carboxy-2-hydroxy-5-sulfoformazylbenzene) and different concentrations of 
Cu2+ at 20 °C [4].  The Zincon-Cu2+ complex showed λmax at 610 nm (Ԑmax = 23,640 M-1cm-1). rPPOL and 
rP319 at a concentration of 15 µM were able to bind 30 µM Cu2+ in theory, which was in the range of the 
detection. 
 
 
(2-column) 
Figure S7. Time course of DPPH (100 μM) radical reduction in the presence of different concentrations 
of rPPOL (A) and rP319 (B) at pH 3.0. 
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